LIFETIME LIMITED WARRANTY

LIFETIME Limited Warranty
TS4000, TS7000, TS8000, T757, BZ4500HS, BZ8250
Bernzomatic warrants to the original purchaser that this product is free from defects in material and workmanship
for as long as you own your TS4000, TS7000, T757, TS8000, BZ4500HS, or BZ8250. This warranty is valid
for all purchases of the TS4000, TS7000, T757, TS8000, BZ4500HS, and BZ8250 on or after June 1, 2016.
This warranty does not apply to product that has been damaged as a result of improper maintenance, accident or
other misuse, or which fails to operate due to normal wear and tear. This warranty is void if the product is repaired
or modified in any way by anyone other than Bernzomatic.
Bernzomatic will repair the product if it proves to be defective in materials or workmanship. At the choice
of Bernzomatic, a replacement product may be provided instead of repairing a defective product. The
sole obligation of Bernzomatic and your exclusive remedy under this warranty are limited to such repair or
replacement.
To make a claim under this Limited Lifetime Warranty, contact any Bernzomatic retailer or contact Bernzomatic
directly at 1-800-359-9678. A service representative will assist you. Please provide proof of date of purchase
when making a claim.
Bernzomatic makes no other warranties concerning the product. In no event shall Bernzomatic be liable for
incidental or consequential damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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THREE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Three-Year Limited Warranty
UL2317, WT2201, JT680, WT2301, TS3500, TS99, JT850, OX5500, WH0159, ST200, ST500, ST1000, ST2200
Bernzomatic warrants to the original purchaser that this product is free from defects in material and workmanship
for three years from the date of purchase. This warranty is valid for all purchases of this product on or after June
1, 2016. This warranty does not apply to product that has been damaged as a result of improper maintenance,
accident or other misuse, or which fails to operate due to normal wear and tear. This warranty is void if the product
is repaired or modified in any way by anyone other than Bernzomatic.
Bernzomatic will repair the product if it proves to be defective in materials or workmanship. At the choice of
Bernzomatic, a replacement product may be provided instead of repairing a defective product. The sole obligation
of Bernzomatic and your exclusive remedy under this warranty are limited to such repair or replacement.
To make a claim under this Limited Three Year Warranty, contact any Bernzomatic retailer or contact Bernzomatic
directly at 1-800-359-9678. A service representative will assist you. Please provide proof of date of purchase
when making a claim.
Bernzomatic makes no other warranties concerning the product, and limits any implied warranties to the length of
this Limited Three Year Warranty. In no event shall Bernzomatic be liable for incidental or consequential damages.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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ONE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

One-Year Limited Warranty
LTR50, LTR100, LTR200, LTR300
Bernzomatic warrants to the original purchaser that this product is free from defects in material and workmanship
for one year from the date of purchase of your LTR50, LTR100, LTR200, and LTR300. This warranty is valid for all
purchases of the LTR50, LTR100, LTR200, and LTR300 on or after June 1, 2016. This warranty does not apply
to product that has been damaged as a result of improper maintenance, accident or other misuse, or which fails
to operate due to normal wear and tear. This warranty is void if the product is repaired or modified in any way by
anyone other than Bernzomatic.
Bernzomatic will repair the product if it proves to be defective in materials or workmanship. At the choice
of Bernzomatic, a replacement product may be provided instead of repairing a defective product. The
sole obligation of Bernzomatic and your exclusive remedy under this warranty are limited to such repair or
replacement.
To make a claim under this Limited One Year Warranty, contact any Bernzomatic retailer or contact Bernzomatic
directly at 1-800-359-9678. A service representative will assist you. Please provide proof of date of purchase
when making a claim.
Bernzomatic makes no other warranties concerning the product, and limits any implied warranties to the length of
this Limited One Year Warranty. In no event shall Bernzomatic be liable for incidental or consequential damages.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion or limitation of
incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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